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A SALUTE TO THE ELITE STALWARTS
Dear Parents,

Dear Parents,

Dear Parents,

Our every move, moment and manner after
visualization and inception of Modern School has a
passionate purpose to work for exponential growth
and development of education and children. Once
Aristotle said, “Educating the mind without
educating the heart is no education at all”. At
Modern School, we train our students to blend
harmoniously technological supremacy and help
them integrate it with values, morals and our
cultural legacy aiming at child centric school. The
school curriculum has been painstakingly planned
on scientific guidelines to provide students with
intellectual stimulation, physical robustness, social
adaptability,
emotional
independence
and
leadership qualities and ambiance is being created
to let the young mind and heart evolve. It is our
earnest endeavor to nurture global citizens in our
schools where holistic approach is the priority by
incorporating…..

Education in today’s world is a dynamic process with
the new teaching methods and techno pedagogical
knowledge. Transformation is the outcome of a
farsighted vision, innovative mind and guiding spirit,
so we make sure that our faculties are well trained
and transformed to these aspects of learning. Our
teachers leave no stone unturned to fill up the minds
of these young children with great perception and
spread mobility of thought and action. We do follow
the mission of our former president Mr. A.P.J Abdul
Kalam for our young minds that we need to ignite the
subconscious minds of our young children.

Welcome to the new academic session 2019-20 and
lets gear up for a highly intensive & challenging
Academic programme to motivate our students to
work beyond their limits. ‘Education’ is the most
difficult word to define, as there is no certain
definition to distinguish between being ‘Literate and
being Educated’, our aim is to bridge this gap by
providing quality education at all levels. Education
today needs to go beyond the basic of Reading,
Writing & Arithmetic’s, it has to instill the right values
in the child, it has to teach the child to distinguish
between right & wrong, it has to equip the child to
face the future the very competitive world outside
the school walls. At Modern School, Vaishali we want
to build and groom global citizens for tomorrow who
should be capable of upholding the values of respect
for our motherland, culture, nature and tolerance
towards others while pursuing their individual goals
& aspirations.





Excellence driven by values,
Success strengthen by ethics and
Modernity fortified by tradition

I am also proud of dynamic student body, and
incredible committed faculty and a loving
community where the teachers and parents are
supportive to each other and strive heart to give
stimulus environment of learning to the next
generation.
I congratulate the staff, students and parents of
Modern School, Vaishali for this print project which
documents the growth, unfolds our imaginations
and gives words and pictures to our thoughts and
aspirations.

Mr. S.K Jain
Secretary
Digambar Jain Society for Child Welfare

Our vision is to make each and every child of our
school realize what he wants to become and how we
can create a page for himself in the human history.
For this each one of them is trained to think
differently, and to try in making the impossible to
possible.
We have introduced the smart classes, language lab
and I hope that these technological learning will
prove to be a mettle in the growth of our institution.
At the end let me once again thank each and every
person who are and were with us in this long journey.
My best wishes to all. Let me conclude with these
lines:
With the courage in my mind
And indomitable spirit engulfed around me
With this indomitable spirit
In my mind and action
I shall regain my lost confidence
I will win, win and win

Mr. Sourabh Jain
Director
Group of Modern School

Since education is a lifelong process of searching for
knowledge and learning by doing to satisfy the
unquenchable thirst in every child, the goal of us is to
prepare each Modernite with critical and analytical
thinking skills to seek the right answers in life and
stop not till the goal is achieved. The ultimate aim of
the integrated learning process is to uplift the “World
Educate” from the narrow confines of learning
different subjects and take it to a different level
where you can learn to live!
As I sign off, I wish all my students good luck & once
again thank the Management for their whole hearted
support and the trust shown in me and my team.

Ms. Neerja Padru
Principal

.
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NAMOGANGE
The students of Modern School Vaishali were privileged to be a part of 'NamoGange'. The Yogeshala Expo 2019 held at Pragati
Maidan on 10 May 2019. Almost 36 Modernites had participated in Inter School Essay Competition on 'Women Empowerment' and
'Meri Betiyan-Mera Abhimaan' in English and Hindi respectively. More than 50 students expressed their creativity with colours on
'Health and Wellness' as they took part in the Inter School painting Competition. It was a great learning experience for our students.
Out of 100 schools, our school secured position in top 10.

SUMMER CAMP
A one month long Summer Camp was organized in the premises of Modern School, Vaishali. It brought fruitful learning of various
acts and activities for Tiny Toddlers. The closing ceremony of Summer camp (Bal Bhawan) on 14 June,2019 resulted with the
enthusiastic learning perspective. The School conducted various summer camp activities like Personality development, Art and Craft
English argumentation, Drama and various sports activities. Every student participated, whole heartedly in various activities as per
their interest and capability. Children performed dynamically and enthusiastically in the function. The closing ceremony reached to
its last leg with the distribution of the certificates to every child and Vote of thanks by Vice Principal of the School.

WORKSHOP ON COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN
FINLAND AND INDIA
On Wednesday 3rd July 2019 a Faculty Development Workshop was conducted by the Principal Mrs. Neerja Padru with the staff
members on a Comparative Study of Education System in Finland and India, it was summed up with an open discussion on the draft
presented on the National Education Policy 2019. All the teachers expressed their views on the new changes brought by the draft on
Education Policy and also appreciated the Quality Education provided in Finland. It was an evolving interactive session that would
really help in professional evolvement of teachers.

WORKSHOP ON GENDER SENSITIVITY
A workshop on "Gender Sensitivity" was conducted by Mr. Manoj Gaur on 5th July 2019. Workshop was focused on difference
between the terms 'SEX' and 'GENDER' and also on common situation where one favours a particular gender knowingly or
unknowingly. Emphasize was on how to promote students and teachers to be gender unbiased. It was also discussed to understand
the importance of equality and respect and sough corporation from all to maintain a healthy environment in institute and in society.

EXHIBITION
Modern School Vaishali organised an exhibition for nearly all subjects on 13 July 2019, wherein the commendable efforts of
Modernites was displayed in a systematic order. Modern School, Vaishali encourages students for the practical knowledge and that
was demonstrated through their projects, models and other means which they had prepared during their summer break. An
enthusiastic participation of students and staff members brought success to the event and also inspirational and motivational
feedback of the parents.

INTER HOUSE SINGING COMPETITION
Modern School Vaishali organised an Inter house folk song competition for classes VI to VIII on 22 July 2019, to create awareness
about the spread languages spoken in various states of India. All five houses students participated in this competition .Mr. Amit
Kaushik, Ms. Riya and Ms. Tanuja were the judges of this competition .Gandhi house secured the first position, and second position
was won by Shanti House.

WORKSHOP ON ‘EARLY CHILHOOD DEVELOPMENT
A workshop was conducted on 27 July 2019, at Kidzania, Delhi NCR. The chief guest, Dr. Swati Popat Vats conducted the workshop.
The agenda of the workshop was EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT. Eminent panelists were present there to share their views on
the topic. Major emphasis was given to the importance of experiential learning, spaced learning etc. Overall, it was a wonderful
experience gained by the teachers of Modern School.

COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION WORKSHOP
A workshop on Communication and Collaboration was conducted by British Council in their Delhi Head office from 29/7/19 to
31/7/19.Over 17 people including teachers, coordinators, principal of different schools attended the workshop. From our School
Mrs. Shaily Gautam attended the session. The resource person appointed by British Council was Mrs. Chandeep Marwah, who is
highly educated and an experienced trainer. First day of the workshop was the Introductory Session of the 6 core skills. On the
second day Communication and Collaboration skill was discussed in detail. Various activities were conducted to make the session
interactive and informative. This session helped the participants to update themselves about various ways of grouping the
students, preparing lesson plans and designing a classroom layout. Teachers were guided that whatever they plan should be
“SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time bound". Teachers were also taught about the "SDG: Sustainable
Development Goals" and to relate it with lesson plans. On day 3 teachers were guided for the reflection program and teachers
worked in groups to design a lesson plan and gave a presentation.

SANCHARI ROG NIYANTRAN
As part of the Sanchari Rog Niyantran Campaign (Education Department- Secondary Education) Modern School, Vaishali
conducted various activities such as Cleanliness drive, painting competition, antakshari, folk song competition, awareness rally
and an oath taking ceremony during the month of July. The purpose of the campaign was to sensitize people about cleanliness of
their surroundings. Oath taking ceremony for Vector Born Diseases was organised on the very first day, wherein all the students
as well as teachers participated. A rally was also organised to create awareness about 'Sanitation and Hygiene'. The main purpose
of this campaign was to create awareness against vector borne diseases.

FELICITATION CEREMONY
"A dream doesn't become reality through magic, it takes sweat, determination and hard work."

A Felicitation Ceremony was organised at Modern School, Vaishali on 3rd August' 2019 to felicitate the students who excelled and
achieved wonderful results during the sessions 2017-2019 with their awe inspiring performance. The chief guest Mrs. Vindhya
Nupur, Assistant Commissioner Income Tax, Ghaziabad, the school Director Mr. Saurabh Jain graced the occasion with their
auspicious presence. They were accorded a warm welcome by the Principal Mrs. Neerja Padru and the Vice-Principal Mrs. Latha
N. Suresh. The ceremony commenced with the lighting of the lamp followed by cultural programs. It was a delightful morning
marked by a mix of celebration of the glorifying achievements of our Modernites and display of some amazing cultural talent.

A WORKSHOP BY POGO CHANNEL
The team of POGO, a cartoon channel conducted an activity in the School on 5th August 2019. The students of class 2nd and 3rd
participated in the event. The aim of the program was to inculcate the interest of watching cartoons telecast on POGO channel
and learning few things from them. The students participated in many activities and were awarded goodies by the POGO team.
The children highly enjoyed the activity and showed their active participation.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY CUM INDEPENDENCE DAY
GREAT LEADERS DON’T SET OUT TO BE A LEADER… THEY SET OUT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE”

The most important occasion of the school, Investiture Ceremony and Independence Day were held on 14th August 2019 with full
zeal and enthusiasm. This ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence in the newly elected cabinet. Chief Guest for the
ceremony was Wing Commander Vishal Mehta. Our Principal Mrs. Neerja Padru along with the little angels of the school gave a
floral welcome to the chief guest. The event commenced with the Lamp Lightning ceremony, followed by a prayer song. Classical
dance, Patriotic song and Patriotic dance perfectly suited the event. After the handing over and taking over ceremony of school
flag and house flags, the school Head Boy, Head Girl, School Prefects, Discipline Coordinators, Sports Coordinators, Cultural
Coordinators, House Captains, Vice Captains and House Prefects were honoured with badges and sashes by the chief guest. PTI
Mr. Sumit administered the oath to the newly elected cabinet members. The march by all the cabinet members was spectacular.

RHETORIC 2019
The school hosted an inter school debate competition ‘Rhetoric - 2019’ on ‘education 4.0’ on Saturday 17 August 2019. School
Principal Mrs. Neerja Padru accorded a cordial welcome to the eminent chief guest Mr. KC George, Joint Director, Ministry of
Women and Child Development and the panel of Judges Mrs. Ayesha khan and Mr. Chandra Shekhar. Total fifteen participating
teams engaged in an impressive exchange of words and reasons where they not only defended but also argued against the
motion. The auspicious lamp lightning ceremony gave an embarking start to the event.it also witnessed some marvelous dances
and a nukkadnatak.

DIMENSIONS OF ECONOMICS
An economics activity was organised on 28/8/19 in the school premises for class XII students of Commerce and Humanities stream
on “Economics Reforms”. Under this activity, the class was divided among various groups. Students prepared the charts by using
their own creativity on Economics reforms. It was a fruitful activity as the students learnt a lot, revised the chapter by making the
chart, it enhanced the confidence level of the students, and it also helped students to improve their presentation and group
speaking skills.

ARYABHATT WEEK
On the occasion of ‘Aryabhata Week’, the School organized an Inter house Science and Maths Quiz on 30th August 2019 for the
students of class III-V. The quiz, overall, was a fun and an innovative way for the students to learn. Even the audience were thrilled
and filled with excitement. Such events encourages positive competition and hope to bring out the best in all the students, while
ensuring that the children can learn through all possible ways, not just through books and classroom teaching.

BIRTH ANNIVERSARY of Late Mr. S.D.JAIN
An assembly was held to commemorate the birth anniversary of founder and chairman of Modern School, Mr. S.D. Jain. It
commenced with a speech by Mrs. Anuradha to remind everyone about his dreams, struggles and achievements. Following the
speech floral homage was paid to the revered skull by Vice Principal, Academic coordinator, senior teachers and Head boy and Head
girl of the school. Afterwards Vice Principal addressed the assembly and spoke about Late Chairman sir. Continuing to the ceremony
a song was sung by Mr. Amit and choir.

TARANG-2019
Modern School Vaishali, again, has redefined its new heights by successfully organizing “Tarang 2019 – an inter school paint brush
and stage performing arts competition” on 4 September with the Theme – Venturing into the illusionary world. Around 25 schools
of Delhi NCR had actively participated in the event. The Chief Guest of the day, Ms. NaliniKamanlini, a Classical Dancer, along with
the other judges, Ms. Shubha, Ms. Nibedita Pattnaik, Ms. Anuradha Ray, Ms. Nanda Issar, Ms. Kajal Gupta, and Mr. Brijesh
commenced the day by kindling the ceremonial light with the Principal of the school, Ms. Neerja Padru. Various stage competitions
like Singing Siren, Disney Parade, Oratrice, Guardians of The Galaxy and art and craft competitions like Little Picassos and Creative
Finesse were scheduled.

TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION
Modern School, Vaishali was dipped into sea of emotions and sentiments on 5 September, while celebrating Teachers’ Day. The
senior most students of the school spread the hue of performance and won the heart of all the teachers by their touching acts and
dedications. They called each teacher on the stage and announced specific titles to them. A mini classroom scene was depicted
through a musical act which was humorous and joyful. Prabhav of class XII recited a self-composed poem dedicated to teachers and
their efforts. Shows topper item was the dance performance by Class XII girls, they performed on a mashup, which brought a rolling
tears in the eyes of the mentors. On this auspicious occasion the teachers were also awarded by Tata Class edge for their effective
use of technology in engaging the Students in better learning.

DASLAKSHAN PARVA
Auspicious occasion of the Daslakshan parva was celebrated in Modern School premises from 3rd September, 2019 to 11th
September, 2019 with great zeal and zest. Specification about each day of Daslakshan dharma was conveyed to students so that
they can apply those 10 virtues in their lives. Mantra was chanted by the students everyday for the purification of the soul. Everyday
different prayers were sung by students to inculcate different values among them. Principal Ms. Neerja Padru sensitized the
students about the Mantras and following the Ten Commandments to live piously and lead a humble life full of gratitude and
humility.

EDUCATION IS A NATURAL PROCESS CARRIED OUT BY THE CHILD AND IS NOT AQUAIRED BY LISTENING TO THE WORDS BUT BY EXPERIENCES
IN THE ENVIRONMENT.

ACADEMICA CONELLIS

ABOUT US
In the year 1969, the Founder Visionary Sh. S.D Jain along with some philanthropists of the Jain community living in Delhi and New
Delhi felt that they should establish an institution commemorating the Jainism philosophy to bring up a generation with high
human values and concern for all living creatures of the earth. Digamber Jain Society for child welfare (Minority Society) was
organized and registered under the SOCIETY REGISTRATION ACT XXI of 1860 and Punjab Amendment Act 1967. The society is
registered under Sec -12 AA and 80 G of Income Tax Act. Since its inception, the society has undertaken and organized several
projects for the welfare of children in Delhi and other states. During the International Children’s year 1979, the Society further
extended its activities to Faridabad and later at Noida, Vaishali and Greater Noida. Taking into consideration, the pressing
educational need in the growing city of Ghaziabad, the Society gave a humble start to Modern School on the land allotted by GDA.
Its name and fame grew fast.
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